LEAP Summer 2020 - The Tech Challenge
Small groups, meaningful projects, leaders in training

Learn, Earn and Prosper goes online this summer with a twist! Led by a CATIS, students’ will be challenged to complete a custom skills inventory focused on transitional technology.

Summer Tech Challenge! Who will rise to the top?

- Four-week commitment
- Instructed by Allie Futty, Certified Assistive Technology Instructional Specialist of Vermont Association of the Blind and Visually Impaired (VABVI)
- Students learn functional tasks rather than specific technologies
- Weekly peer assisted problem solving workshops
- Includes a folder of how-to videos demonstrating transition based skills
- Prizes for students who complete the Technology Challenge with bonus points for creativity and professionalism
- The student will leave with a Transitional Technology Skills Inventory

Registration is open. To learn more and to register:
Contact Kaelyn Modrak, LEAP Program Manager, at 802-777-1921 or kmodrak@resourcevt.org.